Abstract. This paper illustrates some benefits of small-scale distributed processing in solving nearblock-diagonal systems. We review the theoretical advantages of distributed block algorithms and apply such an algorithm to solve a large nonlinear macroeconometric model. For our application, on a four-processor UNIX server, the algorithm achieves a speedup factor of more than 6 over the standard algorithm on a single processor. A speedup factor of about 2 is due to the added efficiency of the block algorithm on a single processor, and the remaining factor of 3 results from distributing the work over four processors.
Solboume server, the algorithm achieves a typical speedup factor of more than 6 over the standard algorithm on a single processor for our application. A speedup factor of about 2 is due to the added efficiency of the block algorithm on a single processor, and the remaining factor of 3 results from distributing the work over four processors.
Distributed processing
The ideal problem for distributing across a small number of processors would be divisible into a small number of totally independent blocks that could be solved simultaneously. Unfortunately, simultaneous systems cannot be divided into blocks that can be solved entirely independently. Thus, one must consider breaking the problem into sub-problems that do have independent blocks. For example, consider Jacobi's algorithm for solving the linear system
where Y = (Yl,..., Yn)', and H is invertible. Jacobi's algorithm starts with the LDU decomposition, H = L + D + U, where D is a diagonal matrix and L and U are the strict lower and upper triangles of H. Rearrar~ging (1) gives
leading to Jacobi iterations of the form,
Viewing each successive evaluation of (2) as a sub-problem, each equation -that is, each row -of (2) is an independent block within the sub-problem. A distributed Jacobi algorithm could execute each iteration by simultaneously solving all the equations on different processors. The results of the iteration could then be collected from the various processors to form the inputs to the next iteration. It is obviously important that the time benefits derived from simultaneously executing the blocks on different processors exceed the overhead time involved in communicating the problems to the various processors at the beginning of the subproblem and collecting the answers upon conclusion. Given the constraint of relatively slow communication, one obviously wants to cast the problem in a way that is coarse-grained 2 -that requires many computations between each communication event -and requires relatively small messages to be sent in each communication event. Such an algorithm will have a high computation-to-communication ratio.
The distributed Jacobi algorithm is likely to score poorly on this criterion. In a system with a large number of equations, evaluating one equation may take very few computations, and if each processor must communicate the result for its equation
